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Abstract
In this paper, the KIT systems submitted to the Shared Translation Task are presented. We participated in two translation directions: from German to English and from English to German. Both translations are generated using phrase-based translation systems.

The performance of the systems was boosted by using language models built based on different tokens such as word, part-of-speech, and automatically generated word clusters. The difference in word order between German and English is addressed by part-of-speech and syntactic tree-based reordering models. In addition to a discriminative word lexicon, we used hypothesis rescoring using the ListNet algorithm after generating the translation with the phrase-based system. We evaluated the rescoring using only the baseline features as well as using additional computational complex features.

1 Introduction
We describe the KIT systems submitted to the Shared Translation Task of the EMNLP 2015 Tenth Workshop on Statistical Machine Translation. They are phrase-based English→German and German→English systems.

In order to clean a large amount of noisy web-crawled data, we applied a filtering technique using an SVM classifier. Language models are built based on different tokens, such as word, part-of-speech, and automatically generated word clusters. Final systems also include bilingual language models, part-of-speech and syntactic tree-based reordering models as well as a lexicalized reordering model. For language modeling, a data selection strategy is also applied. A discriminative word lexicon using source context information is used for both translation directions. In this evaluation campaign we also show that rescoring using the ListNet algorithm improves the translation performance for both directions.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the data we used for training the systems. A detailed description of the systems is given in Section 3. Section 4 shows experimental setups and results along with an analysis. Finally, Section 5 concludes this paper.

2 Data
For training data, we use the European Parliament (EPPS), News Commentary (NC) and Common Crawl parallel corpora for both translation directions. For training the language models, we utilize the monolingual target side of the parallel corpora. The News Shuffle data is also used for language modeling. For German→English, we use the Gigaword corpus in addition.

The systems are optimized on the newstest2013 set and tested on the newstest2014 set.

3 System Description
A preprocessing step is applied to the raw data before the actual training. It includes removing excessively long sentences. Sentences with a length mismatch are also filtered out based on a threshold, and special symbols, dates and numbers are normalized. The preprocessing includes smart-casing of the first letter of every sentence. For German→English translation, we apply compound splitting (Koehn and Knight, 2003) on the source side, in order to handle the out-of-vocabulary (OOV) issue of German compound words.

The web-crawled Common Crawl corpus often contains sentence pairs which are not matching. In order to remove such noisy parts of the corpus, we
use an SVM classifier for both translation tasks as described in Mediani et al. (2011).

Language models (LM) are built using the SRILM toolkit (Stolcke, 2002) with modified Kneser-Ney smoothing and scored in the decoding process with KenLM (Heafield, 2011). The in-house phrase-based translation system (Vogel, 2003) is used for generating translations. For optimization, we use minimum error rate training (MERT) (Och, 2003; Venugopal et al., 2005). For German→English, the GIZA++ Toolkit (Och and Ney, 2003) is used to generate the word alignment of the parallel corpora. Discriminative word alignment (DWA), as described in Niehues and Vogel (2008), is used for the English→German direction.

We build the phrase tables (PT) using the Moses toolkit (Koehn et al., 2007).

3.1 Word Reordering Models

Reordering rules encode how the words in the source sentence are to be ordered according to the target word order. They are learned automatically based on part-of-speech (POS) as well as syntactic parse tree constituents. In order to learn the rules, we use POS tags (Schmid, 1994) of the source side and the word alignment information. The rules cover short range reorderings (Rottmann and Vogel, 2007) as well as long range reorderings (Niehues and Kolss, 2009).

The differences in word order between German and English can be better addressed by using a tree-based reordering model as shown in Herrmann et al. (2013). The tree-based reordering rules are learned from a word alignment and syntactic parse trees (Rafferty and Manning, 2008; Klein and Manning, 2003) from the source side of the training corpus. The rules encode the information on how to reorder constituents in the syntactic tree of the source sentence.

Before translation, the POS-based and tree-based reordering rules are applied to the each sentence. The variants of differently reordered sentences, including the original order of the sentence, are encoded in a word lattice. The word lattice is then used as an input to the decoder.

Lattice phrase extraction (LPE) (Niehues et al., 2010) is applied on the training corpus, in order to get phrase pairs that match the reordered sentences. In this scheme, we use the reordered sentences to extract the phrases from, instead of the original sentences.

The lexicalized reordering (Koehn et al., 2005) encodes reordering probabilities for each phrase pair. By using the lexicalized reordering model, the reordering orientation of each phrase pair at the phrase boundaries can be determined during decoding. The probability for the respective orientation with respect to the original position of the words is included as an additional score in the log-linear model of the translation system.

3.2 Language Models

In addition to word-based language models, we use different types of non-word language models for each of the systems.

The bilingual language model (Niehues et al., 2011) is designed to increase the bilingual context between source and target words beyond phrase boundaries. Target words and all their aligned source words form bilingual tokens on which a LM is trained. The tokens are then ordered according to the target language word order.

For the English→German system, we use language models based on fine-grained POS tags (Schmid and Laws, 2008). In addition, we use language models based on word classes learned by clustering the words of the corpus using the MK-CLS algorithm (Och, 1999). Using such language models, we can generalize better and therefore alleviate the sparsity problem for surface words. In order to build these language models, we replace each word token of the target language corpus by its corresponding POS tag or cluster ID. The n-gram language models are then built on this new corpus consisting of either POS tags or cluster IDs. During decoding, these language models are used as additional models in the log-linear combination.

For the German→English system, the data selection language model is trained on data automatically selected using cross-entropy differences between development sets from previous WMT workshops and the English side of all data, including the filtered crawled data (Moore and Lewis, 2010). We selected the top 10M sentences to train this language model. For building all non-word language models used in this work smoothing is applied.

3.3 Discriminative Word Lexicon

First introduced by Mauser et al. (2009), a discriminative word lexicon (DWL) models the probability of a target word appearing in the translation
given the words of the source sentence. For every target word, a maximum entropy model is trained to determine whether this target word should be in the translated sentence or not using one feature per source word.

Two simplifications of this model are used to improve the translation quality while maintaining the time efficiency as shown in Mediani et al. (2011). First, the score for every phrase pair is calculated before translation. Then we restrict the negative training examples to words that occur within matching phrase pairs.

In this evaluation, the DWL is further extended with \(n\)-gram source context features proposed by Niehues and Waibel (2013). In this paper, this model will be referred to as source-context DWL. The source sentence is represented as a bag-of-\(n\)-grams, instead of a bag-of-words. By doing so it is possible to include information about source word order in the model. We used one feature per \(n\)-gram up to the order of three and applied count filtering for bigrams and trigrams.

In addition to this DWL, we integrated a DWL in the reverse direction in rescoring. We will refer to this model as source DWL. This model predicts the target word for a given source word as described in detail in (Herrmann, 2015).

In a first step, we identify the 20 most frequent translations of each word. Then we build a multi-class classifier to predict the correct translation. For the classifier, we used a binary maximum-entropy classifier\(^1\) trained using the one-against-all approach.

As features for the classifier, we used the previous and following three words. Each word is represented by a continuous vector of 100 dimensions as described in (Mikolov et al., 2013).

Using the predictions, we calculated four additional features. The first two features are the absolute and relative number of words, where the translation predicted by the classifier and the translation in the hypothesis is the same. The third feature is the sum of the word to word translation probabilities predicted by the classifier that occur in the hypothesis. Given the translation used in the hypothesis, we determine their rank in the ranking by the classifier and use the sum of these ranks as the last feature.

3.4 ListNet-based Rescoring

In order to facilitate more complex models like neural network translation models, we rescored the \(n\)-best lists. In our experiments we generated 300 best lists for the development and test data respectively. We used the same data to train the rescoring that we have used for optimizing the translation system.

We trained the weights for the log-linear combination used during rescoring using the ListNet algorithm (Cao et al., 2007; Niehues et al., 2015). This technique defines a probability distribution on the permutations of the list based on the scores of the log-linear model and one based on a reference metric. In our experiments we used the BLEU+1 score introduced by Liang et al. (2006). Then we use the cross entropy between both distributions as the loss function for our training.

Using this loss function, we can compute the gradient and use stochastic gradient descent. We used batch updates with ten samples and tuned the learning rate on the development data.

The range of the scores of the different models may greatly differ and many of these values are negative numbers with high absolute value since they are computed as the logarithm of relatively small probabilities. Therefore, we rescale all scores observed on the development data to the range of \([-1, 1]\) prior to rescoring.

3.5 RBM Translation Model

In rescoring, we used an restricted Boltzmann machine (RBM)-based translation model inspired by the work of Devlin et al. (2014).

The model is based on the RBM-based language model introduced in Niehues and Waibel (2012). The RBM models the joint probability of eight target words and a set of attached source words. The set of attached source words is calculated as follows: We first use the source word aligned to the last target word in the 8-gram. If this does not exist, we take the source word aligned to the nearest target word. The set of source words consists then of this source word, its previous five source words and its following five source words.

We create this set of 8 target and 11 source words for every target 8-gram in the parallel corpus and train the model using unigram sampling as described in Niehues et al. (2014). In rescoring, we then calculate the free energy of the RBM given the 8-gram and its source set as input. The

\(^1\)http://hal3.name/megam/
sum of all free energies in the sentence is used as an additional feature for rescoring.

4 Results

In this section, we present a summary of our experiments in the evaluation campaign. Individual components that lead to improvements in the translation performance are described step by step.

The scores are reported in case-sensitive BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002).

4.1 English-German

Table 1 shows the results of our system for English→German translation task.

The baseline system consists of a phrase table derived from DWA, the word-based language models built from different parts of the corpus and POS-based long-range reordering rules. Reordering rules, however, are extracted from the POS-tagged EPPS and NC only, and encoded as word lattices.

The parallel data used to build the word alignments and the PT are EPPS, NC and the filtered Crawl data. Similarly, the data used to train the language models includes the monolingual versions of EPPS, NC and the filtered Crawl data.

The BLEU scores of the baseline system over the development and test sets are 19.70 and 19.38, respectively.

The system gains 0.2 points on the development set and 0.13 on the test set in BLEU when adding non-word language models, such as a 4-gram bilingual language model, which is based on bilingual word tokens, two 5-gram POS-based language models and a 4-gram cluster language model. The bilingual language model is trained on the Crawl corpus and the other models are trained on the monolingual parts of all corpora. All language models are 4-gram.

The word lattices are generated using short and long-range reordering rules, as well as tree-based reordering rules. A lexicalized reordering model is also included in the baseline system.

The baseline system uses a DWL with source context.

Using the ListNet-based rescoring increased the score on the test set by 0.1 BLEU point. Translation predictions based on source DWL improve the system performance by 0.3 BLEU points. Finally, adding an RBM-based translation model gave another small improvement. This system was used to generate the translation submitted to the evaluation.

4.2 German-English

Table 2 shows the development steps of the German→English translation system.

The baseline system uses EPPS, NC, and filtered web-crawled data for training the translation model. The phrase table is built using GIZA++ word alignment and lattice phrase extraction.

Altogether four language models are used in the baseline system. As described in Section 3.2, we build a cluster language model using the MKCLS algorithm. Words from EPPS, NC, and the filtered crawl data are clustered into 1,000 different classes. It also includes a language model trained on 10M of selected data from the monolingual corpora. All language models are 4-gram.

The word lattices are generated using short and long-range reordering rules, as well as tree-based reordering rules. A lexicalized reordering model is also included in the baseline system.

The baseline system uses a DWL with source context.

Using the ListNet-based rescoring increased the score on the test set by 0.1 BLEU point. Translation predictions based on source DWL improve the system performance by 0.3 BLEU points. Finally, adding an RBM-based translation model gave another small improvement. This system was used to generate the translation submitted to the evaluation.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have described the systems developed for our participation in the Shared Translation Task of the EMNLP 2015 evaluation for...
Table 2: Experiments for German—English translation. Both translations were generated using a phrase-based translation system which was extended by additional models such as bilingual and cluster-based language models. Discriminative word lexica with source context proved beneficial.

For English—German translation, adding source-context information to guide word choice and using a new method to rescore the translation candidates brought the most improvements.

Rescoring based on ListNet and using source DWL as well as applying an RBM-based translation model helped improve the system performance for German—English translation.
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